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NAME
ue-tweaker - Ultimate Edition Tweaker

SYNOPSIS
ue-tweaker

DESCRIPTION
Analyses boot time & allows you to make service adjustments. To make your computer faster.

FEATURES
Ue-tweaker analysez

COMMAND SWITCH USAGE
Every ’flag’ option has a ’no-flag’ counterpart with exception of help. Specifying no switch is the same as
using the --help switch.
If an option or flag is marked as [XXX], it is optional. Options specified with <XXX> are required. They
will only work in combination with the XXX option.

OPTIONS
Boottime
-b , --boottime
Analyzes the critical-chain, and looks for bottlenecks in your Boot time. Generates a graph of
what is slowing down your system. Knowledge of how services work is highly recommend. This
app will and can bork your entire Operating System. Be prepared to re-install your O/S if you
make an error. You will learn each and every time. I have in the past booted in less then 2
seconds. It is a nasty tool.
Help
Mandatory arguments to long options are identical for short options.
possible commands...
-b
-h
-s
-v

--boottime boottime analysis.
--help
this help message.
--services tweak services.
--version dump version info and exit.

ue-tweaker --help [Command] for further information.
Services
-s , --services
Disclaimer: I am not responsible for your actions. I highly suggest Goggle each and every service
before masking it.
Allows the end user 3 options per service. It will prompt you on each and every service if you
want to (k)eep, (d)isable or (m)ask service by service. Disabling a service technically is not
disabling the service and probably should be the first action if you do not need the service. If the
Operating System needs the service will still fire it up. If it is masked no matter what will not fire
up that service.
Masking services provides the largest gain in boot speed. For example you do not have a printer
and have no intention of getting a printer. Masking cups is a huge gain. I do not think I can word
it better then the way I did.
Version
-v , --version
Display version number.
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BUGS
ue-tweaker Homepage: https://ultimateedition.info/.
<TheeMahn@ultimateedition.info> including this bug.

E-mail

bug

reports

to:

UE

Team

AUTHOR
UE Team <TheeMahn@ultimateedition.info>
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